Smart ERP Mobility for
Logistics, Service and Sales.
Increase quality and save costs with mobile software solutions based on Ontego.

Efficient

Flexible

Progressive

thanks to Standards and Configuration.

through extensible technology.

with user-friendly interface design.

Ontego only transfers the necessary data
for the mobile use case, without any changes being made to the leading ERP System:
It always runs with the existing functions
and modules of your SAP & Co., while
connecting via standard data API‘s and
interface technologies. If needed all mobile
data is offline available on the clients.
Based on building blocks Ontego guarantees for a quick Return on Investment.

The platform technology allows you to
implement special extensions for mobile
processes directly with the Ontego

The Ontego UI Templates provide a unique
and well-matched user experience for
mobile business applications.
Either on smartphones, tablets or special
ruggedized handhelds for industrial use Ontego always stands out with optimized
and easy to use screens. Your employees
can focus on their work instead of being
harassed by complicated applications on
bulky hardware.

Made for SAP ERP, S4/HANA and other systems

Server - again without making any
changes to the ERP System. That
includes web-based views and applications for procurement, connections
to planning systems or webservice
interfaces to any other special process
management system.

Turn all your data into mobile data. Anywhere. Anytime.

SAP ERP

S4 / HANA
Cloud & On Premise

Webservices

Business One

RFC
Java

oData
SQL

Other ERP Systems
Order Tracking and
Ticketing Systems
Individual Software

Ontego Server

Ontego Clients

Ontego Designer

Ontego Templates

Powerful Java Software, that
establishes the connection to
ERP and any other backend
systems via standard-based
data interfaces. Also responsible for transaction-proof
synchronisation with the client
data and update management.

Container applications for
mobile process use cases
developed with the Ontego
Designer software. Available for
all mobile operating systems
and form factors. Access to
hardware functionalities and
offline support included.

Fully integrated graphical software tool for the rapid development of individualized mobile
applications. Specialized for
the use with ERP functions and
modules. Lots of configuration
options even for highly complex
synchronisation scenarios.

Rapid and economic development of mobile applications
thanks to existing templates
for many process use cases.
Additional functionality comes
with building blocks such as for
GPS geolocation or integration of
peripheral equipment.
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